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 THE ARTIST BEHIND
       GUCCI
  DRIES VAN NOTEN  

Words by Emma Fowler
Illustrations by Gill Button

rtist Gill Button produces high-fashion portraits to convey a sense of feminine strength. She zones in on a 
subjects’ eyes, to create a reflection of how humans interact with each other in day-to-day life. She believes emphasising 

the eyes with richer colours seems quite a natural thing to do. The use of deep red shades sharpens the honesty of 
the model’s gazes; subtle violets highlight the lines of expressions. The distinct way she applies these colours to her 

portraits sculpts their faces and their personalities, giving each one a sense of character. Each painting exhibits a striking 
unconventional style, which brings light to the idea of natural beauty found within imperfections.

It was around the age of thirteen or fourteen when Gill Button 
knew she wanted to pursue her career in illustration. “I knew it 
was how I wanted to spend the rest of my life,” she says. The time 
when she began to take things a little more seriously. She recalls, 
“I borrowed every art book from my local library and devoured 
them cover to cover.”

We speak the day before Gill flies to Shanghai, and despite 
the fact that much of her packing isn’t finished, she is calm 
and collected. Only her voice, speeding up as she speaks, gives 
any hint that she would rather be in her workshop, perfecting 
her larger scale paintings, than talking about herself. “It’s an 
unorganised chaos and I’m leaving for Shanghai tomorrow where 
I will be exhibiting larger paintings at the beginning of next year,” 
she explains. 

These past few years have been life changing for Gill. In 2015, 
she became the selected artist commissioned by Gucci’s ‘Blooms’ 
Autumn/Winter collection. Gill tends to paint faces which 
project strength but also perhaps a sense of vulnerability; 
“I think most people battle with this contradiction in their lives” 
she says. According to Gucci’s Creative designer, Larissa Pham, 
Gill “creates beautiful fashion portraits, she makes the models 
look both confrontational and cool as well as intimate and 
vulnerable, it’s so clever.” 

She says she is not interested in following fashion trends, but as 
a painter her work automatically collides with the fashion world, 
where you will find Gill-esque playful painterly depictions of 
high-end fashion models. Her paintings purposefully miss out 
every last detail of the garment as she believes it’s not always 
about photographic rendition, “it’s all about creating your own 
portrayal,” she adds. “If you look at figurative painters such as 

Matisse, Chaim Soutine, or Klimt for example, they all paint 
garments in their own way.” 

Gill has been represented by Less is More Projects in Paris for 
around four years now. “They first approached me to show at the 
YIA Contemporary Art Fair in Paris and I’ve been with them 
since. It’s become a great partnership and it’s really lovely now, 
with their new space in Le Jardin du Palais Royal.” She continues 
to tell me that she’s also been working with FIG for over two 
years now. “FIG represent the finest artists working within the 
scene,” she says with pride. Gill has just recently been taken on 
and is now represented by the James Freeman Gallery, which she 
describes as a, “lovely space on Upper Street in Islingston who 
regularly show my work at the London Art Fair.”

Did she enjoy working with Dries Van Noten? “Collaborating 
with Dries was a most joyous experience. I did a series of 
painting for his showroom in Antwerp and hand painted two 
thousand show invitations to his catwalk. These paintings were 
then printed in their look book and displayed in store,” she says. 
“The most exciting moment was seeing me work in the windows 
of the flagship store in Antwerp.” She continues, “I walked 
round a corner and was taken aback by the sheer scale of my ink 
drawings which were suddenly over three metres high and filing 
every window of the flat iron style building.” 

Gill recently painted Transparent Amazon’s billboard which 
won the Gold Clio Award – how did this happen? “The creative 
director of the production company had, unbeknownst to me, 
been following my work for a long time on Instagram,” she 
answers. “So when the production company were tasked with 
creating a campaign for Season 3, she proposed to Amazon that 
I paint the portraits of the main characters. It was a great honour 

to paint for such an amazing and groundbreaking show. 
In New York and LA the posters were all over the subway, buses, 
giant billboards in Times Square and Sunset Boulevard – it was 
quite amazing.”

Ideas apparently appear from anywhere, she says. “Like the stray 
wisp of hair framing the face of the immaculate model or the 
untucked edge of a t-shirt holding a look together.” 
Her confident, fluid brushwork makes the beauty of the image 
even more glamorous by rendering the imperfect details with 
slight asymmetry and the palette of dark colours, which make 
up the purplish blue shadows under an eye. “Photoshop or 
airbrushing are out of the question” she confirms, as it’s the magic 
seen in every unplanned stroke and painterly decision, which 
makes her work so distinctive. “As the painting progresses it will 
naturally become more apparent to me which way I feel is right 
in terms of background colour, and usually this will be to echo 
the mood of the face,” she adds. 

With the rise in technological advances, does she not think 
digital is the way forward? “I used to work digitally and I found it 
soul destroying,” she insists. “This is different of course for every 
artist, but for me using real material is paramount. The physical 
experience, feeling the sensation of the brush on canvas is a 
crucial part of the process for me.” 

As a child, she drew incessantly – always faces and figures. 
One of her formative memories, she says, is at her grandparent’s 
house. “I remember whiling away many happy hours drawing 
at their house – they always kept a big pile of paper and felt tip 
pens in the cupboard for when I came to visit. I would just sit 
at their coffee table and draw and draw, so much so that my 
grandmother used to get exasperated at how much paper I was 

using, so I had to draw new pictures on the back of my old ones,” 
she laughs. “I would then cut them all up into tiny pieces to 
create collages.” 

Unusually for a well-known artist of her time, Gill uses social 
media to advertise her different paintings. Does she think 
social media is destroying the authenticity of working within a 
sketchbook? “It’s easy for artists to produce work but they rarely 
have an outlet for showing it,” she says, ever diplomatic. “Social 
media provides a great way for an artist to share their work to 
a worldwide audience.” And why shouldn’t artists embrace the 
technology trend? “Exactly, and as soon as someone sees your 
work online and likes it, then it has the potential to end up 
in a gallery.” 

Gill’s talent and future success are not in question, but how long 
can London keep her? Gill must be constantly approached with 
offers for high-end designer jobs, after working with Dries Van 
Noten, Gucci, Raf Simons and Heidi Slimane? “I’m sure I’ll stay,” 
she says, firmly. “I do prefer Paris, having completed many of my 
jobs there but London is where I learned to do what I do and my 
family are here, so I guess I should stay!” She laughs and sighs 
with a slight relief knowing that our time is up and she can get 
back to packing for her trip to Shanghai tomorrow. 

“She makes 
the models 
look both 

confrontational 
and cool 
as well as 

intimate and 
vulnerable”

‘Cordelia’ by Gill Button
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To see Gill’s work, she will be exhibiting her solo showcase From Iceland to Lalaland in Hamburg 
at the Âme Nue Gallery. It will show her series of watercolours, which she created on a recent trip 

to Iceland, as well as some monochromatic femme fatales and sketchbook pages.
Find her online at: www.buttonfruit.com

‘Odette’ by Gill Button
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